PROJECT

ExPErT TIP
Use a combination of
grey and black hues to
create a bold aesthetic

LUXURY

ENSUITE

Sexy. Chic. Luxurious. That was how the
homeowner described this bathroom when he
first saw it and we wholeheartedly agree.
A sense of space was a quintessential aspect
of this bathroom design as the client wanted it
to evoke a feeling of luxury. With a fast-paced
career that demanded travel and staying in the
most exclusive hotels in the world, the owner
wanted a comparable spot he could call his own.
To emulate a luxurious aesthetic, the use
of light and carefully curated materials were
considered during this project.
According to Ioanna Lennox, creative
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director and principal designer, the abundance
of light and space was key to elevating this
room. With the addition of limestone porcelain
panels, the bathroom instantly felt peaceful
and calming.
Meanwhile, the size and location of the new
ensuite allowed for the inclusion of two entries:
one as a walk-through from the bedroom, and
one from the opposite side directly linking
to the walk-in robe. The clever use of the
surrounding structures ensured the bathroom
remained a hero element in the space as all
walkways naturally led to it.

But the luxury aesthetic doesn’t end there
— in fact, far from it. To light up the room, a
large Velux skylight was installed to gently
illuminate and highlight the other unique
design aspects like the bowl basins and natural
marble handles. Ceiling speakers also allowed
the homeowner to play music to his heart’s
content, and the tub was carefully placed to
catch glimpses of the sunset.
It’s no wonder this bathroom has been
recognised by industry professionals as winner
of Best Bathroom in the International Design
& Architecture Awards 2020, and the winner

of KBDi’s People Choice Awards for Best
Bathroom. As the homeowner so eloquently put
it, “Everyone’s jaw hits the floor when they enter
the master suite. What more could you want?”
Design Ioanna Lennox Interiors

Mirror Issy Z1 oval mirror
Accessories Elle Totem marble
stool from Globewest
Heating Brodware

FOR MORE INFO
WE LOVE
The marble handles that create a
luxurious feel

FEATURE FOCUS
Vanity unit Issy Halo III 1801
Taps Brodware Halo wall set
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